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PRODUCT No. 3940 

Round container for plants – 480 x 240 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
(Ilustrative photograph) 

Technical data 

Material      Plastic (HDPE) 
Weight       2,5 kg 
Capacity (substrate/watering/water reserve) 17 / 8 / 2 l 
Dimensions (diameter x height)  480 x 240 mm 

 

Attributes 

- For the individual container, it is necessary to order suitable elements for its anchoring or holder for hanging depending 
on where the individual pots will be placed. 

- Made of high density polyethylene. 
- High mechanical impact resistance, stable shape at temperatures from -65°C to +85°C. 
- Mostly and commonly used to decorate town squares, city entrances, roundabouts or as separate landmarks. 
- Can be applied on public lighting poles, railings, bridge structures, house facades, etc. 
- Colored material ensures color stability, anti-grafity finish – resistance against vandalism. 
- Double-housing design of the container reduces watering evaporation, reduces the need for watering to almost half, 

thus reducing maintenance costs. 
- Standard color – green. 
- Between the container walls is created a water supply, which is slowly used for gradual watering. 
- Containers are equipped with overflow openings for the drainage of excess water and openings for draining reserve 

water – for cleaning the hollow between the container walls. 
- Rounded edges with shape of wave ensure perfect distribution of overhanging plants. UV stable, recyclable, 10 year 

warranty. 

Product purpouse 

- Most commonly used to decorate town squares, city entrances, roundabouts or a separate landmarks. 
 

Additions 
 
- For individual containers, it is necessary to order suitable elements for anchoring or holders for hanging depending on 

where the individual containers will be placed. 
- Ordering all accessories must be consulted in advance regarding the location of the container, the size of the railing or 

the sil lor the diameter of the column. 
- Optional hinges can be ordered – 3940-1, 3940-2, 3940-3. 
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